Spraybooth
aftercare you
can depend on
Any make, any model, anywhere

www.agm-services.co.uk

AGM Services providing aftercare
for the life of your spraybooth
With over 20 years’ experience, a national network of directly
employed, factory trained engineers and a comprehensive
range of services, no one is better placed than AGM Services to
deliver the fast, reliable, professional spraybooth support that
your business needs.
AGM are fully committed to providing a quality-assured, value
for money service based on an unparalleled level of technical
expertise, offering a unique in-depth understanding of clients’
needs and the pressures faced in an increasingly regulated and
competitive market place.
When comparing spraybooth service packages there is a natural tendency to focus exclusively on the
price of a service and filter change and overlook other key features. There are numerous benefits to
an AGM service package that will increase productivity over the life time of the equipment, which are
not immediately apparent in the headline price.
AGM’s approach to quality control and customer service is underlined by
ISO9001:2008 accreditation. All work is carried out in accordance with the
legal requirements of the Health and Safety Executive, using specialist
equipment and the latest technologies to carry out maintenance work to
the highest standards.
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Service & Maintenance
...a fully qualified
spraybooth engineer
is always on hand
to help you.

We pride ourselves on offering a fast, professional and reliable service
for spraybooths and paint finishing equipment of all manufacturers. The
appropriate service and maintenance of your equipment is key to the longevity
and efficient operation of your spraybooth and associated equipment. We
understand that equipment breakdowns can be costly and inconvenient,
often with production being brought to a standstill. A service contract with
AGM Services will reduce the risk of equipment downtime and lost revenue,
and protects the long term value of your investment.

BEFORE SERVICE

Service & Maintenance Packages
Our service and maintenance packages are tailored to suit your individual
requirements, ranging from one-off services through to comprehensive
contracts. We will advise you when your next service is required taking the hassle
away from you. As part of the contract we carry out an inspection to determine
the current condition of your equipment, any urgent repairs or modifications
required will be highlighted and a remedial works quotation issued. With
an AGM Service contract you will soon see benefits such as the consistent
performance of your equipment, improved reliability and also support with
compliance and statutory obligations under HSE, EPA and COSHH legislation.

Spraybooth Engineers
AGM Services directly employ a national network of highly skilled spraybooth engineers meaning a fully qualified
spraybooth engineer is always on hand.
All AGM engineers are factory trained and Gas Safe registered as well as being PASMA and IPAF certified. Regular
in-house assessment following our comprehensive training programmes means customers can be confident that
their equipment is being worked on by a competent engineer as demanded by HSE legislation.
At AGM Services we pride ourselves on offering a high quality and reliable service. This philosophy has seen us grow
over the last 20 years to become the UK’s leading spraybooth service and maintenance provider. Our strategically
located service centres allow our teams of spraybooth engineers to respond quickly to emergency breakdown calls
nationwide, all at competitive prices.

AFTER SERVICE

Benefits of an AGM service contract:
• Free calibration service to NPL standards for
ISO customers
• Free technical support over the telephone
• Reduced hourly rate for any additional
work undertaken
• Priority call-out for emergency repairs
• Fixed price on breakdown call-outs from
nearest regional engineer

• Technical support on legislation items such
as HSE, EPA and COSHH
• Access to AGM Customer Information 		
Portal to view and download legislation
documentation and engineers reports
• Additional discounted rates on spraybooth
filters and parts

The national network of AGM service centres each consist of 2 man teams, a skilled engineer and an engineer’s
mate. This approach offers numerous customer benefits. Down time on the equipment being serviced is significantly
reduced, meaning full production can resume more quickly. Repairs that require heavy lifting such as motor or fan
changes can be completed in a safe manner without the need to ask customers for assistance.
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Legislative Testing
Our engineers are qualified and experienced to ensure your equipment is safe to
operate and fully compliant, including spraybooth ovens, dust extraction systems,
paint mixing rooms and weld fume extraction systems.
From Spraybooth Mist (Smoke) Clearance, Breathing Air Quality, Local Exhaust
Ventilation (LEV) and Stack Emission Monitoring, our engineers can provide
a solution to your legislative testing requirements, ensuring compliance with
HSE, COSHH, EPA, BS10125:2014, Vehicle Manufacturer and Insurance Audits.
Certification is provided as standard with all testing.

94% of all spraybooth
breakdowns are attended
to within 24 hours of the
call coming in.

Mist Clearance
As most airborne paint mist is invisible, it is important that spraybooth operators
are aware of how long it takes isocyanate particles to dissipate. Spraybooth
clearance times should be clearly displayed outside the booth, as exposure to high
levels of isocyanate particles can lead to occupational asthma.
AGM Services provide mist clearance testing ensuring your equipment adheres
to COSHH legislation. An annual mist clearance test ensures your spraybooth remains compliant and safe to
use. Mist clearance can be combined with other spraybooth maintenance work requiring only one site visit thus
keeping costs to a minimum.

Breakdown Cover
Whether you have a service and maintenance contract with AGM or not, you can
rely on us to respond, quickly, professionally and effectively.
Our in-house technical team has decades of experience, providing practical
advice on your spraybooth and bodyshop equipment. Often the in-house team is
able to diagnose faults and resolve issues remotely, minimising your equipment
down time. In the event that a site visit is required one of AGM’s national
network of engineers will never be far away.
With service centres strategically located throughout the UK, our emergency
response time is unparalleled. Our fleet of vans carry a comprehensive stock
of common replacement parts, ensuring the essential components are in the
right place at the right time. A large stock of replacement parts is held at the
Manchester headquarters ready for immediate despatch - ensuring a first time
fix rate that is second to none.

During the course of the mist clearance test the engineer will fill the booth with smoke and record the time it
takes for the smoke to be extracted. This time will be noted on a label and placed adjacent to the personnel
door and also by the vehicle doors, serving as a warning that the booth is unsafe to enter without the
appropriate PPE, until the clearance time has elapsed.

Our spraybooth engineers are qualified
and experienced to ensure your
equipment is safe and fully compliant.

Service Contract Customers
Service Contract customers benefit from discounted hourly rates on all
emergency breakdown call outs and spraybooth repairs, as well as having
an engineer despatched as a priority.
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Breathing Air Quality Testing Services
Monitoring the quality of compressed air used for breathing air
is essential and is a requirement under HSE (COSHH) legislation.
The compressed air supply connected to a painters air fed mask
should ideally be tested at intervals not exceeding 3 months
to ensure the quality of air is not compromised by pollutants.
AGM Services can carry out breathing air quality tests at the same
time as your spraybooth service and also at set intervals between
services as required. During the breathing air quality test, results
are obtained for Oil Mist, Carbon Dioxide (CO²), Carbon Monoxide
(CO) and Water Vapour (H²O) using regularly serviced and
calibrated equipment to ensure accuracy.

Stack Emission Monitoring

Once the test has been satisfactorily completed a BS EN12021
compliant Breathing Air Quality Certificate will be issued.

If your process is subject to an Environmental Permit or you need to analyse the
emissions of your stacks, then accurate, independent MCERTS accredited emissions
testing is essential.
With a range of environmental legislation to comply with, it is crucial that your stack
emissions testing is carried out, accurately, safely, and with a real understanding of
the issues involved. Using MCERTS certified engineers located across the UK and UKAS
accredited laboratories we offer a prompt and cost efficient service for your Stack
Emission Testing requirements.

Local Exhaust Ventilation (LEV) testing
Bodyshop equipment requiring an LEV test includes;
• Spraybooth
• Paint mixing room
• Dust extraction system

• Welding fume extraction
• Exhaust extraction system
• Ventilated preparation bench

AGM can undertake a thorough examination and test of your LEV equipment,
including filters and ducting, measuring its performance and making any necessary
recommendations. All work is carried out to HSE guidelines and HSE approved
certification is provided on completion.
AGM Staff have the HSE recognised BOHS proficiency certificate P601 for examination
and testing of LEV systems. Customers have the assurance that our P601 accredited engineers are competent in the
management, supervision or conduct of LEV commissioning, examination and testing.
According to HSE guidelines LEV testing should be carried out at intervals not exceeding 14 months. AGM can
arrange for an annual programme to cover all your LEV testing requirements, which can be built into a service
plan, reducing costs and inconvenience.
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The simple to use dashboard gives an overview of the status of your equipment including,
maintenance jobs in progress, scheduled work and completed jobs. Accounts and invoices
are easily visible. A comprehensive asset register with service and maintenance history,
equipment downtime and response rates means this is a time saving management tool
offering you asset analysis in seconds that would previously have taken you hours to
undertake.
The AGM Customer Information Portal has been a great benefit to AGM engineers as well.
Spraybooth engineers now arrive on site with easy access to all the relevant information for
the job in hand and at the click of a button can see the history of the equipment they will
be working on.

Customer Information Portal (CIP)
The AGM Customer Information Portal (CIP) is specifically designed to manage spraybooth, paint
mixing room and dust extraction system documentation, certification, service and maintenance
history in one safe, centralised location. This unique management tool allows instant access to
management reports for your critical equipment.
No more lost records, making an HSE audit
less stressful.
The easy to navigate menu makes it straightforward to see
when the next service is due. Spraybooth repair callouts and
services can easily be scheduled 24/7. On completion of the
service or breakdown repair the documentation is instantly
available to view and download via a unique login area on
the AGM website.

•
•
•
•
•

All health and safety
documents are easily
accessible at the click
of a mouse.
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Premium Quality Spraybooth Filters Improves Performance
AGM use only high quality air input and extraction filters to ensure that our customer’s spraybooths operate
at peak performance, providing a stable environment for high quality paint finishing. Spending a little more
on high quality filters makes sense, because good airflow and high efficiency dirt particle filtration is a basic
requirement for turning out consistently clean work.

•
•
•
•
•

Equipment Upgrades
AGM can provide you with expert advice on equipment upgrades that will improve the energy efficiency and
performance of your spraybooth oven and associated equipment.

Our Spraybooth Equipment Upgrades Include:
LED Lighting

Quality Auxiliary Drying System (QADS)

Quality of light within the bodyshop and spraybooth
is an important consideration.

QADS, developed and patented by Junair Spraybooths is an
advanced auxiliary air movement system.

• More efficient than traditional lighting
• Sustained uniformity of light and colour
• Flicker free lighting
• Crisp and clear illumination
• Longer life

• Reduces energy costs by up to 40%
• Reduces process times by 35%
• Automatic in operation delivering consistently superb results
• Clean in operation, air is filtered to just 10 microns
• Adjustable nozzles for painting panels off the vehicle
• Provides an even air temperature

Variable Speed Drives

Direct Gas Fired Burner Conversions

Variable speed drives work by reducing the airflow
through the cabin.

Having your existing spraybooth burner and associated
controls replaced with a direct gas fired burner, together with
full modulation control will not only save you energy but will
improve the efficiency of your spraybooth.

• Lower fuel and electricity costs
• Fully automatic
• Safety interlocks ensure the system is
safe to operate

High quality filters promote high quality work
Our ceiling filters are impregnated with resin, ensuring dirt particles are captured effectively
Input filters are manufactured from high quality thermally bonded 100% polyester
In addition to spraybooth filters AGM also provide a variety of spraybooth regulator filters
AGM filters can be manufactured to fit any size of booth

Regular replacement of your filters is just as important as the quality of the filters used. Failure to replace your
filters at the manufacturers recommended intervals will reduce the spraybooth performance and is likely to
cause a build-up of dust particles in the air, considerably reducing the quality of your paint finish and increasing
the number of flaws and inclusions in the final product.

• Uses 30% less fuel than indirect fired
• Rapid heat up and cool down times
• Reduces the overall cycle time

For more information call today on:
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Testimonials
“AGM Services always provide an extremely reliable service. Their engineers are professional,
flexible, fully qualified and knowledgeable on all aspects of spraybooth maintenance
and servicing.“
Nick Gaskell, Gaskell Motor Bodies

“We were keen to work with AGM as they have a reputation for conducting thorough services,
speedy responses to breakdowns and accurate attention to legislative and auditing requirements.
Having previous experience of AGM’s professionalism and after reviewing alternative service
providers I’m more than happy to award the contract to AGM for the entire Alton Cars Group.
The Customer Information Portal will be a very useful tool for the team and we look forward to
working closely with AGM“
Tom Butterworth, Alton Cars

Spare Parts
AGM Services are able to supply parts for all makes and models of spraybooth and
bodyshop equipment. The right spare parts need to be in the right place at the right time,
which is why each AGM van holds over £10,000 in value of spare parts helping us to achieve
a first time fix rate of over 94% on emergency repairs. In addition to this our head office
holds in excess of £150,000 of spare parts, all available for same day despatch.

Spare Parts Available for All Makes of Spraybooth
AGM stock components for most makes and models of spraybooth meaning we can get you back up and running
as quickly as possible. With fewer visits to site we can also keep your repair costs to a minimum and reduce the
inconvenience to you.

“When we brought AGM Services in to maintain our spraybooth equipment on one of our sites,
they proved to be extremely thorough, cost effective and knowledgeable. They now look after all
our equipment across the group and we would highly recommend them to anyone who wants a
reliable solution for their spraybooth equipment.“
Bill Duffy, Rye Street Group

“AGM Services have always had an exceptional response time. I’m still amazed at how quickly they
can get an engineer to site, and the fact that all their engineers are fully qualified and gas safe
gives me complete peace of mind.“
Mark Rollings, NCR

“AGM were initially recommended to me by a fellow repair centre manager and I haven’t looked
back since. AGM have engineers throughout the country so I know they’re immediately on hand
and local to all of my repair centres when I need them. The engineers are always very professional
and have excellent product knowledge. The customer service I receive from AGM is second to none.
My queries are always dealt with efficiently and the staff always go above and beyond. Overall
they’re a brilliant company to work with, I’d definitely recommend them.“
Jemma Duffy, ARC Group
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AGM Services Ltd., Southgate Industrial Park, Cross Street, Heywood, Lancashire OL10 1PW
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